
Oncovirology originated from the wonderful discov-

ery of American scientist Peyton Rous, who originally

demonstrated in 1911 the possibility of tumor induction

in birds by a cell free extract. The virus present in the fil-

trate and responsible for the development of sarcoma in

hens was later named Rous sarcoma virus, and Rous

became a Nobel Prize Laureate in 1966. In the middle of

twentieth century, a significant number of viruses induc-

ing tumors in animals were identified. For example,

viruses causing leukemias in mice, cats, monkeys, and

horned cattle were discovered. Later it was demonstrated

that basically all representatives of the animal world suffer

from tumors of viral origin. Humans are not an exception.

There is evidence that about 15-20% of all human tumors

are of viral origin. The most frequent human tumors

directly associated with certain viruses include hepatic

cancer, cervical carcinoma, nasopharyngeal cancer,

Burkitt’s lymphoma, Hodgkin’s lymphoma, and many

others. The goal of this study was to integrate known lit-

erature data on the most widespread oncogenic viruses in

humans, particularly hepatitis B virus and hepatitis C

virus (HBV and HCV, respectively) with emphasis on

molecular mechanisms of interactions of these viruses

and the host organism.

Chronic infection with HBV and HCV is one of the

most important risk factors of the development of hepat-

ic cancer, which is also known as hepatocellular carcino-

ma (HCC). Although there is certain similarity in clinical

manifestations of hepatitis induced by these viruses and

creating background for subsequent development for

HCC, these are two different viruses. HBV is a DNA-

containing virus, which belongs to hepadnaviruses

(Hepadnoviridae), whereas HCV is a RNA-containing

virus of the flavivirus family (Flaviviridae).

Convincing evidence exists that more than 50% of

the registered cases of HCC is associated with HBV infec-

tion, 25% is associated with HCV, and only in 22% of

patients appearance of this type of cancer has no evident

links with viral infection [1, 2]. In the latter case chronic
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exposure to aflatoxin B1 (AFB1), alcohol, and other fac-

tors may be considered as putative etiological factors.

Mortality of HCC is in the third place after mortality of

lung and stomach cancers in the world, and each fifth

diagnosed tumor in the world is HCC [3, 4]. Primary evi-

dence for a close interrelationship between these viruses

and HCC has been obtained during accurate epidemio-

logical studies, which have recognized increased risk for

HCC in patients infected with HBV and HCV compared

with non-infected individuals [5, 6].

HBV

HBV is widely distributed in the world’s human pop-

ulation: about 400 million of people are chronically

infected with this virus. HBV can be actively transmitted

by perinatal, parenteral, and sexual exposures. Studies

have shown that after several decades of HBV infection

liver cirrhosis appears in 30-40% of infected persons and

HCC develops in 1-5% of cirrhotic patients (this is about

500,000 cases per year) [6-8]. Chronic HBV carriers have

a 100-fold increase in risk of developing HCC [5]. There

is geographical variability in HCC morbidity, which cor-

relates with the level of HBV infection: it is rather low (up

to 2%) in the USA and European countries and

approaches 10% and sometimes 20% in African and

Southwest Asian countries. These differences in HCC

morbidity are determined by percent of HBV infection

among population and various risk factors including

chronic HCV infections, exposure to AFB1, alcohol

abuse, obesity, and diabetes mellitus [4]. Four serotypes

(adv, ayw, adr, and ayr) and seven genotypes of HBV (from

A to G) have been identified; they are characterized by

distinct geographic distribution.

The study of HBV as etiological factor of HCC was

started in 1970 after cloning of its genome [7, 9].

Comparison of HBV with woodchuck hepatitis virus

inducing HCC in 100% of these rodents revealed their

genetic relationship. Subsequently, the woodchuck model

of viral-induced HCC has been actively used for studies

of biological properties of HBV [9, 10].

Studies of virus-associated incidences of HCC in

man have shown that most frequently HBV is integrated

into the genome of actively proliferating cells, and each

individual tumor is monoclonal in the type of integration

of viral DNA. However, a specific site of viral integration

into the cell genome has not been identified so far. HBV

lacks a “classical” oncogene; it is possible that other viral

genes, for example, products of gene X and some other

genes exhibit the oncogenic functions.

Genomic structure of HBV and gene expression. HBV

is a small partially double stranded DNA-containing virus

of 3200 bp in length. Its genome has unusual structure,

which consists of different size of DNA strands (Fig. 1).

The minus-chain is full-sized and at its 5′ end it contains

covalently bound protein identified as viral DNA-poly-

merase. The plus chain is shorter than the full sized

minus-chain and its 5′ end contains oligoribonucleotides.

At the 5′ ends of both strands there are regions containing

short (11 nucleotides) direct repeats [11]. In contrast to

replication of all known DNA-containing mammalian

viruses, replication of hepadnaviruses occurs via interme-

diate RNA and use of reverse transcriptase; this is typical

for RNA-containing viruses. In HBV the genome for

open reading frames (ORFs) has been identified on the

minus DNA strand. Viral DNA polymerase exhibiting

reverse transcriptase activity is encoded by ORF P

(defined as gene P). The nucleocapsid core protein is

encoded by ORF preC (pre-core)/C (core), which is also

defined as the preC/C gene; this protein undergoes post-

translational modification followed by formation of “e”

antigen (HBeAg), the serological marker suggesting high

level of viral replication and the main structural capsid

protein (HbcAg). ORF preS1/preS2/S, which is also

defined as preS/S gene, encodes several surface proteins

of viral envelope (HbsAgs). Finally, ORF X (also defined

as gene X) encodes viral regulatory protein HBx (HbxAg).

It is the best-studied protein, which is characterized as

transcription transactivator of cellular and viral genes

[10-16].

Fig. 1. Structure of HBV genome (modified from [11]). The inner

ring shows viral DNA, hatches designate region of single strand

breaks. Four gray arrows correspond to transcripts of the viral

genes: C (nucleocapsid, core protein), P (viral polymerase), S

(surface glycoprotein), and X (protein HBx). Hatched lines of the

periphery of this figure designate viral RNAs, which are formed in

the infected cells. DR1 and DR2 are two direct repeats of 11

nucleotides each at the 5′ ends of minus and plus strands of DNA.

(AA)n is amino acid sequence.
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During infection, viral particles are attached to the

surface of the infected cells (however, a membrane recep-

tor responsible for interaction with virus remains

unknown). At the next step, virions release their nucleo-

capsids into the cytoplasm. Nucleocapsids are then

translocated into the nucleus where their genomic DNA

is transformed into covalently closed circular DNA. This

DNA is a template for transcription of pre-genomic and

sub-genomic RNAs catalyzed by host RNA-polymerase

II. Pre-genomic RNA serves as the template for reverse

transcription as well as for translation of proteins encod-

ed by genes preC/C and P; these proteins are formed in

the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). Assembly of virus also

occurs in ER [17].

HBx and its properties. HBx is a protein product of

gene X. It consists of 154 amino acid residues and func-

tions as a universal transcription transactivator. This pro-

tein is produced (although at low level) in periods of acute

and chronic hepatitis. It can transactivate gene expression

by interacting with a wide spectrum of viral and cellular

regulatory elements [18]. For example, it has been

demonstrated that HBx transactivates promoters and

enhancers of some HBV genes (as well as genes of other

viruses, such as HIV) and also cellular genes controlling

the cell cycle, cell proliferation, or apoptosis. These

include: c-jun, c-fos, c-myc, TP53, AP-1, NF-κB, SP1,

and others (Fig. 2) [12, 19-21]. During early stages of

investigation of HBx, it was suggested that this protein

plays a decisive role in carcinogenesis associated with

HBV. However, subsequent studies demonstrated that

ectopic expression of HBx was not accompanied by trans-

formation of either primary or immortalized rodent cells

but induced their apoptosis. Moreover, hepatic tumors

did not appear in most transgenic mice carrying HBx.

When rodent cells were transformed in vitro, HBx was

able to interact with H-ras [22]. It was also found that the

effect induced in transfected cells by only HBx protein

differed from the effect induced by full sized viral genome

in the infected cells. While HBx alone stimulated cell

proliferation, expression of the whole protein spectrum

by full sized viral genome (including regulatory proteins

HBx and PreS2) suppressed cell cycle progression [23].

Although pleiotropic functions of HBx have been

well demonstrated in various experiments, it still remains

unclear which mechanism and regulatory pathways of the

protein product of gene X are especially important for

induction of HCC. Some studies have demonstrated that

HBx can activate protein kinase C (PKC), which in turn

triggers activation of transcription factors NF-κB and

AP-1 via signaling cascades (Fig. 2) [24]. However, the

transcription level of HBx remained at a rather low level,

which did not exceed a 15-fold increase compared with

HBx level in normal cells. Results of other studies rule out

such possibility and suggest that HBx does not influence

PKC activity and that PKC does not play an essential role

in transcription activation mediated by HBx [25].

HBV effects on various promoters involve not only

activation of PKC, but also other pathways, e.g. activation

of kinase cascade c-Raf1-MEK/MAP2. In this case, HBx

functions as intracellular cytoplasmic activator of Src

family tyrosine kinases [26]. Certain evidence exists that

this protein can activate Ca2+-dependent proline-

enriched tyrosine kinases (Pyk2) [27]. Activation of these

kinases may modulate regulatory effects on the cell result-

ing in activation of NF-κB and modification of activity of

other cellular genes including Src activation (Fig. 2).

There is evidence that HBx may be involved in activation

of focal adhesion kinase (FAK), which acts as an Src

kinase regulator. Activation of these signal pathways

occurs when HBx is located in the extranuclear space of

the cell. However, HBx fraction may also be localized in

the nucleus as well. It is possible that various localization

of HBx is associated with various functions of this pro-

tein: HBx localized in cytoplasm modulates intracellular

signaling pathways; some authors suggest that HBx local-

ized in the nucleus may directly interact with transcrip-

tion factors or indirectly influence functions associated

with transcription. For example, direct interaction of

HBx with CREB (cAMP responsive element-binding

protein) and ATF 2 (activating transcription factor 2)

results in the increase of affinity for DNA binding [28].

HBx activating cell transcription factors causes a

negative influence on various stages of DNA repair by

Fig. 2. Main signaling pathways activated by HBV proteins HBx

and PreS2 (modified from [37]). PKC, protein kinase C; Pyk2,

cytosolic Ca2+-dependent proline-rich tyrosine kinase 2; Src,

proto-oncogene; the encoded protein is thyrosine kinase; Grb2,

growth factor receptor-bound protein 2; Ras, proto-oncogene; c-

Raf-1, cytoplasmic protein serine/threonine kinase; MEK, mito-

gen-activated extracellular regulated kinase 2; MAP2, mitogen-

activated protein 2; NF-κB, nuclear factor κB; IκB, inhibitor of

NF-κB; AP-1, activator protein-1.
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increasing the number of critical mutations. Experiments

on cell cultures demonstrated that HBx expression actu-

ally inhibited DNA repairing ability; this confirms that

HBx influences mutagenesis [29].

Since HCC usually appears after a long period of

chronic infections in a small proportion of infected indi-

viduals, there are some concerns whether expression of

just one gene X is sufficient for induction of HCC. The

level of protein product of this gene X (HBx) is low in

infected cells and it is also characterized by a short half-

life period. The oncogenic potential of HBx was studied

in numerous experiments in vitro and in vivo. In cell cul-

tures, its transforming potential is low (near the back-

ground level) and can be detected only when cells have

already been immortalized by other oncogenes [30]. In

vivo experiments have not revealed any serious patholo-

gies or hepatic tumors in transgenic mice carrying gene X;

however, HBx weakly stimulated the development of

tumors in certain strains of transgenic mice (CD-1

strain), where tissue content of this protein was high [31].

It was also demonstrated that in transgenic mice HBx

increased hepatocarcinogenesis induced by gene c-myc

[32]. In other series of experiments hepatic tumors

appeared in transgenic mice producing only one viral

envelope protein, LHBs [33, 34]. This suggests that even

production of viral envelope protein may be hepatotoxic

and sufficient for tumor induction. Overproduction of

viral envelope proteins, especially LHBs and possibly

MHBs results in their accumulation inside cells, and this

may promote predisposition of such cells to stress, which

may finally result in HCC [35]. Although results obtained

by various authors are a bit inconsistent, they suggest that

HBx is a nonspecific pleiotropic transcription transacti-

vator, which, however, lacks high transforming activity.

Nevertheless, under conditions of increased expression of

this protein and existence of certain genetic background,

HBx can stimulate tumor formation. Obviously this

occurs during multistage transformation employing cel-

lular oncogenes, for example, Ha-ras, responsible for

avoidance of apoptosis mediated by HBx.

Family of activators encoded by gene preS/S and their

properties. HBV DNA integrated into hepatocyte genome

encodes not only HBx but also another family of regula-

tory proteins known as transcription activators, PreS2.

The ORF of gene preS/S is subdivided into three coding

domains: preS1, preS2, and S; their alternative initiation

may result in synthesis of envelope proteins of different

sizes: large LHBs (PreS1 + PreS2 + S), medium MHBs

(PreS2 + S), and small SHBs (S). Transcription activators

PreS2 include LHBs protein (large HBV surface protein

of the envelope) and MHBst (medium size protein trun-

cated at C-terminal region). These proteins exhibit regu-

latory functions.

MHBst. Regulatory functions of the PreS2 (MHBst

and LHBs) transcription activators are linked to cytoplas-

mic orientation of a PreS2 domain. The full sized variant

of MHBs proteins lacks transcriptional activator activity:

in this case, the PreS2 domain is oriented into the ER

lumen. Functionally active MHBst proteins originating

from MHBs proteins appeared as the result of deletion of

the 3′ end of preS2/S. This deletion covers at least 70

amino acid residues, belonging to the hydrophobic region

III of S-domain. Interestingly, deletion of preS2/S 3′ end

sequence resulting in formation of functionally active

MHBst activators was found in one third part of all exam-

ined cases of HCC associated with HBV. This suggests

biological importance of PreS2 activator family for hepa-

tocarcinogenesis [25, 36, 37].

Studies have shown that there are at least two types of

MHBst activators. One type of these proteins is localized

in ER (in contrast to full sized MHBs); their processing

and secretion in Golgi apparatus is impossible in this

case. The other type of MHBst transactivators includes

proteins lacking three transmembrane sites; these pro-

teins are not linked to ER membranes and they are uni-

formly distributed in nucleus and cytoplasm [38].

LHBs. The other representatives of PreS2 activators,

LHBs proteins, are also characterized by two variants of

their positioning versus membrane [39]. In one type of

proteins there is the first functionally active transmem-

brane site located within the initial stretch of S-domain

(8-21 amino acid residues): in this case, PreS1-PreS2

domain of LHBs is facing the ER lumen. In the other type

of LHBs proteins, this transmembrane site does not func-

tion and PreS1/PreS2 domain is facing the cytoplasm. As

in the case of MHBst proteins, cytoplasmic orientation of

domain PreS1/PreS2 determines regulatory function of

LHBs proteins, which are referred to the PreS2 family of

activators mainly due to this feature [40].

There is significant difference of PreS2 transactiva-

tor family (LHBs and MHBst) from MHBs: LHBs and

MHBst can undergo phosphorylation by PKC. As trans-

activators LHBs and MHBst initiate PKC-dependent

activation of signaling pathway c-Raf-1/MEK/ERK

(extracellular signal regulated kinase), which is a neces-

sary precondition for activation of transcription factors

AP-1 and NF-κB (Fig. 2). In contrast to HBx, this acti-

vation does not require the presence of Ras oncogene and

is accompanied by activation of such cell kinases as c-Raf

and MAP2. Importance of these transactivating poten-

tials of MHBst in vivo has been demonstrated using a spe-

cially developed model of transgenic mice producing in

the liver one of the PreS2 activators, MHBst. In spite of

production of insignificant amounts of MHBst, specific

activation of signaling cascade c-Raf-1/MEK/ERK and

increased hepatocyte proliferation was found in young

transgenic mice. At the age of 15 months and above, these

mice had high frequency of hepatic tumors [25]. Tumor

formation was also observed in LHBs-transgenic mice

[33], which were characterized by overproduction of

LHBs protein accumulated in cytoplasm followed by sub-

sequent formation of so-called glass-hepatocytes (i.e.
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hepatocytes characterized by the histological sign of

chronic HBV infection and containing viral surface pro-

teins in ER). The authors explain tumor formation in

these transgenic mice by chronic inflammation. The

effect of LHBs is considered as an additional factor influ-

encing appearance of tumors. Thus, stress related to

increased load with corresponding viral protein and

inflammation probably result in formation of critical

mutations and constant activation of signaling cascade

PKC-/c-Raf-1/MEK/ERK. The effect of both factors is

obviously similar to the effect of tumor promoter in the

two-stage model of carcinogenesis; the function of this

promoter consists in activation of a wide spectrum of key

transcription factors controlling cell proliferation.

Effect of integration of HBV DNA into the hepatocyte

genome. Almost all hepatomas associated with HBV con-

tain viral DNA integrated into chromosomes [41].

Usually multiple integration takes place and the integra-

tion site varies [41, 42]. Interestingly, integration of HBV

DNA into cellular genome does not play an essential role

in viral replication, but causes persistence of the viral

genome in cells. In many cases, integration of viral

genomes is accompanied by their rearrangement or dele-

tions [43]. HBV integration can cause deletions in chro-

mosomes of infected cells. Taking into consideration

these observations, it was suggested that integration of

viral genome into cellular DNA caused impairments in

functioning of key regulators of the cell cycle [43].

However, site-specific integration of virus or integration

of HBV genome near known oncogenes (cis-activation)

was considered as a very rare event in cells with HBV-

associated HCC. Recently, PCR analysis was used to

show that HBV integration into cell genes occurs rather

frequently, even at stages of early viral infection after

appearance of acute hepatitis terminated by independent

recovery [44]. Virus may be integrated into genes regulat-

ing cell-signaling pathways related to control of prolifer-

ation and differentiation of cells. This could be the gene

of human telomerase (hTERT), which is subjected to cis-

activation in hepatomas associated with HBV [41, 45]. All

these data suggest that integration processes play an

important role in HBV associated carcinogenesis.

HCV

According to epidemiological evaluation, about 170

million people in the world are chronically infected with

HCV. The infected population varies from a fraction of a

percent in European countries and USA up to 20% in

countries of Asia and the Near East. Drug addicts, hemo-

philic patients, and medical personnel are at the highest

risk of HCV infection. Parenteral transmission remains

the primary mode of spread; however, other pathways

(e.g. sexual, perinatal) are also possible. Chronic HCV

infection (as well as HBV infection) causes the develop-

ment of severe chronic hepatitis usually transforming into

cirrhosis; in 3-4% of cirrhotic cases HCC appears.

Epidemiological studies have shown that HCV infection

causes a 50-fold increase in risk of developing HCC [5].

Genomic structure of HCV and gene expression. HCV

is an RNA-containing virus. Its genome encodes a single

polyprotein consisting of 3100 residues. Cleavage of this

polyprotein with cell and viral proteases results in forma-

tion of about 10 polypeptides (Fig. 3). Cleavage of protein

components NS2-3 and NS-3-4A by viral proteases

results in release of three nonstructural proteins from this

polyprotein; two structural proteins are cleaved from this

polyprotein by cellular ER signal peptidase. Subsequent

cleavage involving signal peptide peptidase occurs at the

C-terminal region of the capsid protein [46-48]. The fol-

lowing proteins encoded by HCV are known: nucleocap-

sid protein (core proteins) of 21 kD is involved in nucleo-

capsid formation, binding to RNA; E1 (of 31-35 kD) is an

envelope glycoprotein interacting with E2; E2 (70 kD) is

the envelope glycoprotein, a receptor for binding with

other molecules; E2 interacts with E1; p7 (7 kD) is an ion

channel; NS2 (21 kD) is a component of NS2-3 protease;

NS3 (69 kD) is the N-terminal domain of peptidase and

C-terminal domain of NTPase/helicase; NS4A (6 kD) is a

peptidase cofactor; NS4B (27 kD) is an integral mem-

brane protein; NS5A (56-58 kD) is a phosphoprotein con-

trolling replication of HCV genome by suppressing inter-

feron; NS5B (68 kD) is RNA-dependent RNA poly-

merase. At both ends of HCV RNA, there are regulatory

nontranslated regions (NTR). Thus, the genetic structure

of HCV is similar to the structure of retroviral RNA [2].

During hepatocyte infection, virus interacts with

surface cell receptor; this results in endocytosis of a viral

Fig. 3. Structure of the HCV genome (a) and processing of HCV-

encoded polyprotein (b) (modified from [49]). a) A single protein

encoded by HCV consists of structural (S) proteins occupying

two-thirds of the N-terminal regions and nonstructural (NS) pro-

teins located at one-third of the N-terminal region and two-thirds

of the C-terminal region; b) results of HCV polyprotein process-

ing and localization of 10 proteins associated with ER membrane.

Dashed arrows indicate cleavage sites for host signal peptidase.

Curved arrows indicate sites for cleavage of NS2-3 and NS3-4A

proteins. The arrow inside the membrane shows cleavage by host

signal peptide peptidase (SPP). Transmembrane domains E1 and

E2 are shown after cleavage by signal peptidase and change in ori-

entation of their C-terminal region.

b

a

ER
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particle. Subsequent fusion of viral envelope with endoso-

mal membrane releases the HCV genome into the

cytosol. The HCV genome is a plus (+) RNA strand,

which is directly translated, and all viral proteins are syn-

thesized simultaneously. Synthesis of HCV proteins caus-

es intracellular membrane rearrangements followed by

formation of so-called membrane network, where RNA is

replicated. Assembly of nonstructural proteins (NS3-

NS5B) employs cellular factors; this results in formation

of a complex responsible for RNA replication.

Accumulation of genomic RNA and structural proteins

results in assembly of nucleocapsid, followed by forma-

tion of its own envelop within the intracellular space. The

resulting viral particle leaves the infected cell and enters

the extracellular space. It should be noted that HCV lacks

reverse transcriptase activity and it is not integrated into

the cell genome. In contrast to HBV (for which a specific

cell membrane receptor has not been identified yet),

there are some putative cell membrane receptors for

HCV; these include CD81, LDL-R, and some other pro-

teins [49].

Biological properties of HCV. According to the lead-

ing hypothesis, the development of HCV (as also HBV)-

induced HCC is associated with continuous death of

virus-infected hepatocytes, compensatory substitution of

dead cells by dividing hepatocytes, followed by appear-

ance of mutations in their genomes. It is also possible that

in contrast to carcinogenesis associated with HBV infec-

tion, the carcinogenesis associated with HCV may involve

other viral and some other factors.

Persistent HCV infection is obviously one of the

most important conditions for the development of HCC.

HCV employs various mechanisms for the development

of persistent infection and escape from the immune

response. One of these mechanisms consists of formation

of so-called quasi-viral particles, which appear in the

result of errors in one of the stages of viral replication, and

they are selected by their ability for reproduction under

conditions of potent immune response [50]. Proteins

encoded by HCV play a major role in impairments in cell

metabolism and/or modulation of signaling pathways

directly involved in transformation of hepatocytes and

appearance of HCC. Nucleocapsid protein is one of

them. Modifying intracellular signaling pathways, it pre-

vents immune response-induced death of infected cells.

For example, it inhibits apoptosis mediated by TNF-α. It

is known that TNF-α is the main cytokine accompanying

inflammation. It is secreted by macrophages and T-cells

and plays a major role in acute infections. Nucleocapsid

protein interacts with cytoplasmic domains of tumor

necrosis factor receptor 1 (TNFR1), lymphotoxin b, and

gC1q and blocks the FAS/TNF-α signaling pathway [51,

52]. Blockade of the TNF-α signaling pathway promotes

survival of infected hepatocytes and thus provides persist-

ence of HCV infection. This protein also activates tran-

scription factor NF-κB involved in regulation of immune

response [53]. It has been shown that NF-κB content is

higher in hepatocytes of patients with chronic HCV

infection, and such hepatocytes are less sensitive to TNF-

α [47]. Thus, the nucleocapsid protein promotes persist-

ence of infection, suppresses immune system of an infect-

ed person, and simultaneously it “inverts” functions of

proteins controlling cell growth and differentiation.

E1 and E2, two viral envelope glycoproteins, play an

important role in various steps of the HCV life cycle. For

example, they are required for integration of virus into

cells [54] and also for assembly of viral particles [55]. The

heterodimer E1/E2 is a viral component presented on the

surface of HCV viral particles; it is a putative candidate

ligand for cell receptors.

P7 is a polypeptide localized inside the HCV

polyprotein at the site joining structural and nonstructur-

al proteins. Its cleavage from polyprotein involves cell sig-

nal peptidase. Polypeptide P7 is a small protein consisting

of two transmembrane domains, and its N- and C-termi-

nal segments face the ER lumen [56]. This polypeptide is

not involved in RNA replication, and it remains unclear

whether it represents a virion component. However, it has

been demonstrated that in artificial lipid membranes P7 is

responsible for ion channel functioning [57]; P7 contains

functionally important and specific for a certain genotype

sequences required for manifestation of viral infectivity

[58].

NS2 is an integral membrane protein that is not

involved in viral replication. The function of the mature

form of this protein remains unknown; however, before its

cleavage from polyprotein it functions as the protease

involved in cleavage of the protein complex NS2/NS3

[59, 60].

NS3 is a multifunctional protein possessing serine

protease activity in the N-terminal domain and RNA

helicase/NTPase activity in the C-terminal domain.

Protease activity of NS3 increases in the presence of

NS4A protein as cofactor. NS3 lacks its own transmem-

brane domain, but it noncovalently interacts with the

central domain of NS4A, which is a transmembrane pro-

tein. In the case of NS3 coexpression with NS4A, the for-

mer is associated with ER or ER-like membranes. In the

case of independent expression, NS3 is diffusely distrib-

uted in the cytoplasm and nucleus [61]. There is evidence

that NS3 interacts with some cellular proteins, and it is

probably involved in hepatocellular carcinogenesis [62].

A hydrophobic N-terminal domain of NS4A is

required for interaction with ER with NS3. NS4A stabi-

lizes the protease. The protease complex NS3–4A formed

during infection is responsible for processing of polypro-

tein encoded by the HCV genome; this processing occurs

in the region below NS3. The protease complex activity is

important for formation of components involved in repli-

cation of viral RNA [63]. The protease complex NS3–4A

is also involved in blockade of activation of natural antivi-

ral response by host cells [64].
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NS4B is a highly hydrophobic nonstructural protein.

It contains four transmembrane domains, and its N- and

C-terminal regions are located in the cytosol. A fraction

of the N-terminal domain can also be detected in the ER

lumen [65]. One of the known functions of NS4B consists

in intracellular rearrangement of membranes, for exam-

ple, in formation of membrane structures maintaining

RNA replication [66, 67].

NS5A is a membrane-associated protein; in its N-

terminal region, it has a unique amphipathic α-helix that

functions as a planar membrane anchor. Like many other

HCV proteins, NS5A is detected in association with ER

or ER-derived membranes. NS5A plays an important role

in replication of the HCV genome. This protein is also

involved in blockade of interferon effect and modulation

of cell signaling pathways; this not only promotes infec-

tion persistence but may also result in cell transformation.

In NS5A there is a region determining sensitivity to inter-

feron. Mutagenesis experiments have shown that this

region is required for the interaction of NS5A with PKR;

this protein kinase suppresses viral translation and medi-

ates antiviral effects of interferon [68]. Activated PKR is

also a mediator of apoptosis in response to some types of

cell stress. Indeed, administration of double-stranded

RNA into certain cell types activates PKR and causes

apoptosis [69]. Thus, NS5A (as well as nucleocapsid pro-

tein) can suppress immune response and protect cells

against apoptosis.

NS5B is a membrane-associated protein; its C-ter-

minal transmembrane domain is essential for RNA repli-

cation in cell culture [70]. Like many other HCV pro-

teins, NS5B is detected in association with ER or ER-

derived membranes. NS5B is an RNA-dependent RNA

polymerase (replicase), which represents the catalytic

component of the HCV replication machinery. This

enzyme synthesizes RNA using RNA as a template.

Under experimental conditions, NS5B can initiate RNA

synthesis de novo. This fact is interpreted as an indication

that a similar process may take place in vivo. Formation of

viral replicase on the cytosolic surface of ER may play an

important role in molecular events associated with HCV

infection. It is relevant to suggest that nonstructural HCV

proteins located in ER and virus-specific ER-like mem-

brane structure (demonstrated by means of electron

microscopy) may influence ER, alter its structure, and

induce stress [66].

TP53 GENE

Study of genetic and epigenetic mechanisms of

hepatocarcinogenesis has shown that the appearance of

HCC is a complex process accompanied by impaired

functioning of many genes and therefore modification of

the whole spectrum of signaling cascades. Activation of

many proto-oncogenes and inactivation of suppressor

genes due to genetic and epigenetic damages represent

biological processes characterizing the development of

this neoplasm. Tumor cells of patients with HCC of viral

and nonviral origin are characterized by impairments in

the signaling pathways RB1, p53, and Wnt. Nevertheless,

numerous observations demonstrate doubtful results on

the role of tumor suppressors, for example TP53 in the

development of HCC. For example, cases of HCC of viral

origin are characterized by frequent impairments in the

signaling pathway RB1; these include methylation of

p16INK4a and RB1 promoters and also amplification of

cyclin D1 [71-73]. Impairments in signaling pathways of

the TP53 gene are more typical for cases of hepatic

tumors associated with aflatoxin B1 treatments and char-

acteristic mutation in the 249th codon (resulting in sub-

stitution of Arg for Ser) may be a genetic marker for this

type of tumors [74, 75]. Thus, there is evidence suggest-

ing that the existence and frequency of TP53 mutation in

tumor tissue from patients with HCC are significantly

influenced by environmental factors involved in tumor

induction and even by geographic zone. Indeed, cases of

HCC in China and certain regions of Africa with high

exposure of the population to aflatoxin are characterized

by high frequency of TP53 mutations. This suggests that

the mechanism underlying appearance of HCC differs

from that in Europe and the USA.

Based on incidences of HCC in children infected

with HBV, one can suggest existence of genetic predispo-

sition to this type of tumor. Relatively short latent period

for its development in children is consistent with this

hypothesis. Such predisposition inherited as critical

mutations in germinal cells and also somatic mutations

accumulated due to HBV infection may probably shorten

the latent period of tumor development [75].

Special attention was paid to investigation of mech-

anism of interaction between HBx and gene suppressor

TP53. Results of some studies have shown an indirect

inhibitory effect of HBx on TP53; this effect involving a

chain of signaling pathways repressed TP53 transcription

[76]. Other studies revealed direct interaction between

HBx and p53 followed by formation of complexes neu-

tralizing p53 functioning; this resulted in inhibition of

apoptosis [77]. However, analysis of intracellular content

of these proteins has shown that in infected hepatocytes

p53 content is much higher than HBx content, and in a

certain proportion of cases p53 does not function [77].

Thus, functional consequences of direct interaction

between HBx and p53 still require further investigations.

ROLE OF STRESS IN THE DEVELOPMENT

OF HCC

HBV and HCV employing ER for realization of the

integral part of their replication strategy antagonize ER

response to stress and also consequences of signals from
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ER subjected to stress. ER stress is a homeostatic mecha-

nism, which regulates cell metabolism and protein syn-

thesis in response to folding impairments and protein

biosynthesis. Moderate ER stress modulates initiation of

protein synthesis and can attenuate cell growth, whereas

strong or long-term ER stress can result in caspase-12

mediated apoptosis.

Noncytopathic flaviviruses of HCV type carry our

stress induced and ER signaling at the sublethal level,

whereas stress signals induced by other viruses are lethal

and cause apoptosis [78]. Long-term consequences of ER

sublethal signals remain unclear, but one can suggest that

constant stress of this organelle causes certain changes in

cell physiology and predisposes cells to transformation

[2].

Signaling from ER susceptible to stress is closely

related to cell metabolism and intracellular redox status.

For example, ER stress results in oxidative stress [79],

which exerts a strong effect on cell metabolism. Changes

in cell metabolism can cause an increase of mutation

processes including stimulation of cell proliferation and

(in extreme cases) to apoptosis [80]. Taking into consid-

eration serious consequences of oxidative stress, many

researchers believe that it is involved in the development

of HCC induced by chronic HBV and HCV infection.

Studies of mechanisms of oxidative stress have

shown that oxidative stress activates signaling cascades

(including MAP kinase pathway), which can seriously

influence regulation of cell growth and transformation

processes [80]. Particularly, MAP kinases regulate cell

proliferation and apoptosis in response to external and

internal stimuli; they may be involved in pathogenesis of

some diseases associated with oxidative stress.

Oxidative stress also activates hepatic stellate cells

(also known as Ito cells). These cells are the main connec-

tive tissue cells in the liver. They are involved in formation

of extracellular matrix and required for normal growth and

differentiation of cells during liver damage. In this case,

the stellate cells divide in response to various cytokines,

growth factors, and chemokines (proinflammatory

cytokines) produced by the damaged liver. Chronic activa-

tion of stellate cells in response to oxidative stress induced

by viral replication may contribute to fibrogenesis and

increased proliferation of hepatocytes chronically infected

with HBV and HCV. Thus, stellate cells are involved in

regulation of growth, differentiation, and turnover of

hepatocytes; all these events together with activation of

MAP kinases may result in appearance of HCC [2].

ROLE OF IMMUNITY IN DEVELOPMENT

OF HCC

Cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL), also known as

cytotoxic T cells or killer T cells, have a major influence

on infection and hepatocarcinogenesis as well. These cells

selectively interact with polypeptide epitopes of viral

polymerase and envelope and also with cells of the natu-

ral immune system including dendritic cells,

macrophages, and natural killers (NK). Activity of CTL

cells is primarily important for “liberation” of the human

body from virus and therefore for recovery of patients

from acute hepatitis [81, 82]. Persons chronically infect-

ed with HBV are obviously characterized by attenuated T

cell response to viral antigens [83]. It was suggested (and

then confirmed in experiments with syngeneic mice) that

immunological control of infection employed a special

population of T cells, CD8+. These cells lack a cytolytic

effect, but they suppress viral replication and do not act

on viable noninfected hepatocytes [84]. Death of infected

hepatocytes may cause liver damage accompanied by

hepatic insufficiency in extreme cases. Death of these

cells also results in constant regeneration of hepatocytes;

this increases probability of appearance of mutant cells.

The microenvironment in which hepatocytes divide may

be enriched by oxidant-type mutagens appearing in

response to liver cell damage (including immunological

treatments) [85]. These pathological processes are stimu-

lated by increased hepatic fibrosis; this creates conditions

for the development of HCC. Summarizing all these data,

one can conclude that in humans at least three branches

of the immune system are involved in HBV associated

hepatic pathology: T-cell and B-cell immunity and also

the NK/NKT system [86].

PROPHYLAXIS OF HBV- AND HCV-ASSOCIATED

CASES OF HCC

It has already been mentioned that about 400 and

170 million people in the world are chronic carriers of

HBV and HCV, respectively. These viral infections may

cause acute and chronic liver damage—cirrhosis and

HCC. HBV-induced liver damage is a process preferen-

tially control by the immune system. Taking into consid-

eration modes of host–virus interrelationships, the time

course of chronic infection can be subdivided into three

stages: immunological tolerance, immunological clear-

ance, and the phase of viral integration. Safe and effective

vaccines have been developed for treatment of HBV infec-

tions and its severe consequences. According to WHO

recommendations, such vaccines need to be introduced

into a routine program of immunization of children and

teenagers in all countries. Effectiveness of universal

immunization has already been proved in some countries,

and vaccinated children are characterized by a sharp

decrease in number of HBV carriers. Moreover, it has

been proved that such vaccination protects children not

only against viral infection, but also against acute and

chronic forms of hepatitis and HCC [87, 88].

In accordance with WHO recommendations, obliga-

tory vaccination against HBV was introduced in Russia. It
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involves newborn babies, young children, teenagers, and

persons of risk groups. For prophylaxis of HBV and HCC

spread all pregnant women and blood donors are tested

for HbsAg, and the use of aflatoxins, potential carcino-

gens, is forbidden in agriculture. Although modern

antiviral therapy is safe and rather effective, it is not ideal.

However, there is hope that it will be optimized in the

nearest future.

Prophylaxis of HCV spread also involves testing of

pregnant women and blood donors for antibodies against

this virus, and certain efforts are undertaken for develop-

ment and trial of vaccines against HCV.

HBV- and HCV-associated carcinogenesis is now

considered as a multifactorial process. Integration of both

viruses in the hepatocyte genome may occur at early

stages of viral infection. This influences many genes reg-

ulating cell proliferation, differentiation, and apoptosis.

Chronic inflammation induced by viral infection results

in a complex of interrelated degenerative and regenerative

processes, promoting accumulation of critical mutations

in hepatic cells. Regulatory proteins of HBs and PreS2

transactivators may exhibit functions similar to functions

of tumor promoters. This results in selection of cells char-

acterized by activation of genes responsible for cell prolif-

eration, cytokine (IL-6) synthesis, etc. Cytokines secret-

ed by cells promote microenvironment formation from

neighboring fibroblasts, endothelial, and other cells.

These cells secrete growth factors causing the paracrine

type stimulation of hepatocyte proliferation. Increased

hepatocyte proliferation can result in genetic defects,

which will promote selection of cells with accelerated

proliferation and acquired malignant transformation.

Attenuated T-cell immune response of patients to viral

antigens plays an important role in promotion of the

tumor process, because virus-transformed hepatocytes

may escape from immunological control.

Considering the perspectives of HCC studies, one

can suggest that use of methods of proteomic and genom-

ic analysis would clarify the molecular mechanisms

responsible for the development of hepatocarcinomas

associated with HBV and HCV. Modern technologies can

probably reveal new diagnostic markers and develop more

effective medical and prophylactic preparations.
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